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Abstract
Existing syntax-enriched neural machine
translation (NMT) models work either
with the single most-likely unlabeled parse
or the set of n-best unlabeled parses coming out of an external parser. Passing a
single or n-best parses to the NMT model
risks propagating parse errors. Furthermore, unlabeled parses represent only syntactic groupings without their linguistically relevant categories. In this paper
we explore the question: Does passing
both parser uncertainty and labeled syntactic knowledge to the Transformer improve its translation performance? This
paper contributes a novel method for infusing the whole labeled dependency distributions (LDD) of the source sentence’s
dependency forest into the self-attention
mechanism of the encoder of the Transformer. A range of experimental results on
three language pairs demonstrate that the
proposed approach outperforms both the
vanilla Transformer as well as the single
best-parse Transformer model across several evaluation metrics.
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Introduction

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) models based
on the seq2seq schema, e.g., Kalchbrenner and
Blunsom (2013); Cho et al. (2014); Sutskever et
al. (2014); Bahdanau et al. (2014), first encode the
source sentence into a high-dimensional content
vector before decoding it into the target sentence.
© 2022 The authors. This article is licensed under a Creative
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Several prior studies (Shi et al., 2016; Belinkov
and Bisk, 2018) have pointed out that although
NMT models may induce aspects of syntactic relations, they still cannot capture the subtleties of
syntactic structure that should be useful for accurate translation, particularly by bridging long distance relations.
Previous work provides support for the hypothesis that explicit incorporation of source syntactic
knowledge could result in better translation performance, e.g., Eriguchi et al. (2016); Bastings et
al. (2017). Most models condition translation on a
single best parse syn:
arg max P (t|s, syn)

(1)

t

where s and t are the source and target sentences
respectively. Other models incorporate the n-best
parses or forest (without parser probabilities and
labels), e.g., Neubig and Duh (2014). The idea
here is that the syntactically richer input (s, syn)
should be better than the bare sequential word order of s, leading to a more accurate and sharper
translation distribution P (t|s, syn).
While most syntax-enriched strategies result in
performance improvements, there are two noteworthy gaps in the literature addressing source
syntax. Firstly, none of the existing works conditions on the probability distributions over source
syntactic relations. And secondly, none of the existing approaches conditions on the dependency
labels, thereby conditioning only on the binary
choice whether there is an unlabeled dependency
relation between two words.
Tu et al. (2010); Ma et al. (2018); Zaremoodi
and Haffari (2018) showed that the whole dependency forest provides better performance than a
single best parse approach. In this paper we go

one step further and propose that a syntactic parser
is more useful if it conveys to the NMT model
also its remaining uncertainty, expressed as the
whole probability distributions over dependency
relations rather than a mere forest.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no published work that incorporates a parser’s distributions over dependency relations into the Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017), let alone incorporating distributions over labeled dependency
relations into NMT models at large.
This paper contributes a generic approach for
infusing labeled dependency distributions into the
encoder’s self-attention layer of the Transformer.
We represent a labeled dependency distributions
as a three-dimensional tensor of parser probabilities, where the first and second dimensions concern word-positions and the third concerns the dependency labels.
The resulting tensor is infused into the computation of the multi-head self-attention, where every
head is made to specialize in a specific dependency
class. We contribute empirical evidence that passing uncertainty to the Transformer and passing labeled dependencies both give better performance
than passing a single unlabeled parse, or an unlabeled/labeled set of dependency relations with uniform probabilities.

2

Related Work

The role of source syntactic knowledge in better
reordering was appreciated early on during the Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) era. For example, Mylonakis and Sima’an (2011) propose that
source language parses should play a crucial role
in guiding the reordering within translation, and
do so by integrating constituency labels of varying
granularity into the source language. Although,
NMT encoders have been claimed to have the ability to learn syntax, work on RNNs-based models shows the value of external source syntax in
improving translation performance, e.g., Eriguchi
et al. (2016), by refining the encoder component,
leading to a combination of a tree-based encoder
and a sequential encoder.
Noteworthy to recall here that the attention mechanism was originally aimed to capture
all word-to-word relations, including syntacticsemantic relations. whereas, the work of Bastings
et al. (2017) has shown that a single unlabeled dependency parse, encoded utilizing Graph Convo-

lutional Networks (GCNs), can help improve MT
performance. Ma et al. (2018) and Zaremoodi and
Haffari (2018) attempt to incorporate parse forests
into RNNs-based NMT models, mitigating parsing
errors by providing more candidate options. However, these two works only rely on the binary (unlabeled) relations in all the sub-trees, ignoring the
elaborate probability relations between word positions and the type of these relations.
Although the Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) is considered to have a better ability to
implicitly learn relations between words than the
RNNs-based models, existing work (Zhang et al.,
2019; Currey and Heafield, 2019) shows that even
incorporating a single best parse could improve the
Transformer translation performance. Followup
work (Bugliarello and Okazaki, 2020; Peng et
al., 2021) provides similar evidence by changing
the Transformer’s self-attention mechanism based
on the distance between the input words of dependency relations, exploiting the single best unlabeled dependency parse.
The work of Pham et al. (2019) suggests that
the benefits of incorporating a single (possibly
noisy) parse (using data manipulation, linearized
or embedding-based method) can be explained as
a mere regularization effect of the model, which
does not help the Transformer to exploit the actual syntactic knowledge. Interestingly, Pham et
al. (2019) arrive at a similar hypothesis, but they
concentrate on exploring how to train one of the
heads of the self-attention in the Transformer for a
combined objective of parsing and translation. The
parsing-translation training objective focuses the
self-attention of a single head at learning the distribution of unlabeled dependencies while learning to
translate as well, i.e., the distribution is not taken
as source input but as a gold training objective. By
training a single head with syntax, they leave all
other heads without direct access to syntax.
Our work confirms the intuition of Pham et
al. (2019) regarding the utility of the parser’s full
dependency distributions, but in our model these
distributions are infused directly into the selfattention while maintaining a single training objective (translation). Furthermore, we propose that
only when the full probability distribution matrices over labeled dependency relations is infused
directly into the transformer’s self-attention mechanism (not as training objective), syntax has a
chance to teach the Transformer to better learn

syntax-informed self-attention weights.

3

Proposed Approach

A parser can be seen as an external expert system that provides linguistic knowledge to assist the
NMT models in explicitly taking into account syntactic structure. For some sentences, the parser
could be rather uncertain and spread its probability over multiple parses almost uniformly, but
in the majority of cases the parser could have a
rather sharp distribution over the alternative parses.
Therefore, simply passing a dependency forest
amounts merely to passing all alternative parses
accompanied with zero information on parser confidence (maximum perplexity) to the Transformer
NMT model, which does not help it to distinguish
between the parsing information of the one input
from that of another. This could increase the complexity of learning the NMT model unnecessarily.
An alternative is then to use for each sentence
a dependency distribution in the form of conditional probabilities, which could be taken to represent the degree of confidence of the parser in the
individual dependency relations. Furthermore, we
propose that each dependency relation type (label),
provides a more granular local probability distribution that could assist the Transformer model in
making more accurate estimation of the context
vector. This might enhance the quality of encoding the source sentence, particularly because the
Transformer model relies on a weak notion or word
order, which is input in the form of positional encoding outside the self-attention mechanism.
Note that the word-to-word dependency probabilities is not equivalent to using a distribution over
dependency parses. This is because in some cases
the word-to-word dependencies (just like word-toword attention) could combine together into general graphs (not necessarily trees). We think that
using relations between pairs of words (rather than
upholding strict tree or forest structures) fits well
with the self-attention mechanism.
3.1

with syn ∈ {{L,U}DD, U{L,U}DD, {L,U}DP},
where {L,U}DD is the labeled/unlabeled dependency distribution1 , U{L,U}DD the uniform
labeled/unlabeled dependency distribution2 , and
{L,U}DP the 1-best labeled/unlabeled dependency parse. We also use LDA to stand for a model
were the attention weights are fixed equal to LDD
(i.e., not learned).
Our primary idea is to exert a soft influence on
the self-attention in the encoder of the Transformer
to allow it to fit its parameters with both syntax and
translation awareness together. For infusing the labeled dependency distributions, we start with “matrixization” of labeled dependency distributions,
which results in a compact tensor representation
suitable for NMT models.

Figure 1: Labeled dependency distributions

Dependency Distributions

Denote with |T | target sentence length and with
encode(·) the NMT model’s encoder. We contrast
different syntax-driven models:

Figure 1 illustrates by example how we convert
the labeled dependency distribution (LDD) into a
three-dimensional LDD tensor. The x-axis and y1

P (t|s, syn) ≈

|T |
Y
i=1

P (ti |t<i , encode(s, syn)) (2)

Unlabeled dependency distribution is the sum of labeled dependency distributions on the z-axis, which is the same as
1-best unlabeled dependency parse.
2
It is used for the purpose of ablation experiments, that is, the
value of each point in the 3-dimensional tensor is identical.

axis of the tensor are the words in the source sentence, and the z-axis represents the type of dependency relation. Each point representing a conditional probability p(i, j, l) = p(sj , l|si ) ∈ [0, 1] ⊆
R of source word si modifying another source
word sj with relation l.

learn weights that optimize the translation objective but also diverge the least from the parser probabilities in the dependency distribution matrix.
Next, the resulting weights are softmaxed to obtain the final syntax-infused distribution matrix for
head hi and the label attached to this head li :

LDD Matrix for a specific label l: The matrix
LDDl extracted from the LDD tensor for a dependency label l is defined as the matrix in which every entry (i, j) contains the probability of a word
si to modify word sj with dependency relation l.

Nhi = softmax(Shi ⊙ LDDli )

3.2

Parser-Infused Self-attention

Inspired by Bugliarello and Okazaki (2020), we
propose a novel Transformer NMT model that incorporates the LDD into the first layer of the encoder side. Figure 2 shows our LDD sub-layer.
The standard self-attention layer employs a
multi-head attention mechanism of h heads. For
an input sentence of length T , the input of selfattention head hi in the LDD layer is the word
embedding matrix X ∈ RT ×dmodel and the dependency distribution matrix LDDli ∈ RT ×T for label
li assigned to head hi uniquely3 . Hence, when we
refer to head hi , we refer also to its uniquely assigned dependency label li , but we omit li to avoid
complicating the notation.
As usual in multi-head self-attention (h being
the number of heads) for head hi , first it linearly
maps three input vectors, q, k, v ∈ R1×dmodel for
each token, resulting in three matrices Qhi ∈
RT ×d , Khi ∈ RT ×d , and Vhi ∈ RT ×d , where
dmodel is the dimension of input vectors, and d =
dmodel /h. Subsequently, an attention weight for
each position is obtained by:
S

hi

Qhi · Khi
√
=
d

⊤

(3)

At this point we infuse the resulting selfattention weight matrix Shi for head hi with the
specific LDD matrix LDDli for label li using
i
element-wise multiplication. Assuming that dlp,q
∈
li
LDD , this is to say:
i
i
i
nhp,q
= shp,q
× dlp,q
, for p, q = 1, ..., T

(4)

The purpose of element-wise multiplication is to
nudge the attention mechanism to “dynamically”
3

We group the original dependency labels into 16 alternative
group labels. The grouping is provided in Appendix A.

(5)

We stress that every attention head is infused
with a different dependency relation matrix LDDli
for a particular dependency relation li . By focusing every head on a different label we hope to “soft
label”, or specialize, it for that label.
Now that we have syntax-infused weights Nhi
we multiply them with the value matrix Vhi to get
the attention weight matrix of the attention head hi
for the relation li .
Mhi = Nhi · Vhi

(6)

Subsequently, the multi-head attention linearly
maps the concatenation of all the heads with a parameter matrix Wo ∈ Rdmodel ×dmodel , and sends
this hidden representation to the standard Transformer encoder layers for further computations.
MultiHead(Q, K, V) = Concat(Mhi , ..., Mhm )Wo

(7)

Finally, the objective function for training our
model with syntax knowledge is identical to that
of the vanilla Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017):

Loss = −

T
X

[yt ln(ot ) + (yt − 1) ln(1 − ot )] (8)

t=1

Where yt and ot are, respectively, the true and
the model-predicted value at state t, and T represents the number of states. The syntactic distribution matrices are not the object of optimization in
the model, so it is incorporated into the model in
the form of a parameter-free matrix.

4

Experiments and Analysis

Experimental Setup We establish seven distinct
sets of experiments, refer to Table 1. To be
specific, we will conduct particular experiments
to validate the empirical performance under both
medium size and small size training parallel corpora. Apart from the different network structures
used in the models, the number of network layers are identical in the same language pair translation experiments for all models. Additionally,

Figure 2: Labeled dependency distribution sub-layer (LDDli for head hi )

the seven models in each experiment will use the
same parameter settings, loss function, and optimizer algorithm. Experiments will employ BLEU{1,4} score (Papineni et al., 2002), RIBES score
(Isozaki et al., 2010), TER score (Snover et al.,
2006), and BEER score (Stanojevic and Sima’an,,
2014) as criteria for evaluating the model’s effectiveness.
Parser: We employ an external dependency
parser SuPar (Zhang et al., 2020) to automatically
parse the source sentences. Since this parser was
trained using the biaffine method (Dozat and Manning, 2016), we can extract dependency distributions by changing its source code.
Data: We evaluate the translation tasks for
three language pairs from three different language
families: English-Chinese (En→Zh), EnglishItalian (En→It), and English-German (En→De).
We chose dev2010 and test2010 as our validation
and test datasets from IWSLT2017 En→De and
En→It tasks. In En→Zh, we randomly selected a
110K subset from the IWSLT2015 dataset as training set and used dev2010 as validation set, tst2010
as test set. Table 2 exhibits the division and statistics of the datasets.
For training only, we first filtered out the source
sentences that SuPar cannot parse and sentences

that exceed 256 tokens in length. And then, we
used SuPar4 to parse each source language sentence to obtain the labeled dependency distributions and applied Spacy5 to tokenize the source and
target languages, respectively. Finally, we replaced
words in the corpus with “<unk>” for words with
frequency less than two counts, and for each minibatch sentences, added “<bos>”,“<eos>” tokens
at the beginning and end, and for sentences with
inconsistent lengths per mini-batch, added a corresponding number of “<pad>” tokens at the end of
the sentences to keep the batch length consistent.
Hyperparameters: In the low-resource experiments, the batch size was 256, the number
of layers for the encoder and decoder was 4, and
the number of warm-up steps was 400. In the
medium-resource experiments, their values were
512, 6, 4000, respectively. For the rest, we use the
base configuration of the Transformer (Vaswani et
al., 2017): All experiments were optimized using
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) (where β1 was 0.9,
β2 was 0.98, ϵ was 10-9) and the initial learning
rate was set to 0.0001, gradually reduced during
training as follows:
4
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Table 1: Five sets of experimental group description
Experimental group

Description

Baseline (BL)
+Labeled dependency attention only (LDA)

The original Transformer model.
Replace S matrix directly with the labeled dependency distributions.

+1-best labeled dependency parse (LDP)
+1-best unlabeled dependency parse (UDP)

Incorporate 1-best dependency tree with specific (e.g. l1 ) label.
Incorporate 1-best (regardless the type of dependency relations) dependency tree.

+Uniform labeled dependency distributions (ULDD)
+Uniform unlabeled dependency distributions (UUDD)

Incorporate uniform labeled dependency distributions.
Incorporate uniform unlabeled dependency distributions.

+Labeled dependency distributions (LDD)

Incorporate labeled dependency distributions with standard Transformer self-attention.

Table 3: Multi30k evaluation results (En → De)

Table 2: Datasets statistics
Task
English → German
English → Italian
English → Chinese

Corpus

Training set

Validation set

Test set

Multi30k
IWSLT 2017
IWSLT 2017
IWSLT 2015

29000
206112
231619
107860

1014
888
929
802

1000
1568
1566
1408

−0.5
lr = d−0.5
, step num
model · min(step num
−1.5

· warmup steps

)

Model
BL
+LDA
+LDP
+UDP
+ULDD
+UUDD

RIBES
78.86
80.10
79.58
78.96
79.50
79.75

BLEU-4
30.14
30.49
30.71
31.05
27.80
29.09

TER
62.95
63.47
79.58
63.38
63.02
63.34

BEER
0.59
0.61
0.61
0.60
0.59
0.60

+LDD

55.65

79.97†‡

31.29†‡

62.66†‡

0.61

LDD compared to BL
LDD compared to UDP

−∆2.48
−Φ0.19

+∆1.11
+Φ1.01

+∆1.15
+Φ0.24

+∆0.29
+Φ0.72

+∆0.02
+Φ0.01

1

The black bold in the table represents the best experimental
results under the same test set.
2
∆ and Φ represent the improvement of our model compared
to baseline and 1-best unlabeled parse system respectively.
3†
and ‡ indicate statistical significance (p<0.05) against
baseline and 1-best unlabeled parse system via T-test and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test respectively.

(9)

The number of heads in multi-head attention
was set to 8 (16 in LDD layer), the dimension of
the model was 512, the dimension of inner fullyconnected layers was set to 2048, and the loss
function was the cross-entropy loss function. The
checkpoint with the highest BLEU-4 score on the
validation set was saved for model testing during
training. The number of epochs was set to 50 (one
epoch represents a complete training produce). In
order to prevent over-fitting, we set the dropout
rate (also in our LDD layer) to 0.1.
4.1

BLEU-1
58.13
54.10
54.26
55.84
52.20
53.38

Table 4: IWSLT2017 evaluation results (En → De)
BLEU-1
51.63
49.89
51.12
50.90
50.80
48.85

RIBES
68.64
69.04
68.91
69.20
69.56
68.90

BLEU-4
26.13
26.16
26.38
26.39
25.10
25.41

TER
83.34
83.53
83.93
84.65
82.76
86.19

BEER
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53

+LDD

54.98†‡

68.83†

27.78†‡

81.85†‡

0.54

LDD compared to BL
LDD compared to UDP

+∆3.35
+Φ4.08

+∆0.19
−Φ0.37

+∆1.65
+Φ1.39

+∆1.49
+Φ2.80

+∆0.01
+Φ0.01

1

The black bold in the table represents the best experimental
results under the same test set.
2
∆ and Φ represent the improvement of our model compared
to baseline and 1-best unlabeled parse system respectively.
3†
and ‡ indicate statistical significance (p<0.05) against
baseline and 1-best unlabeled parse system via T-test and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test respectively.

Experimental Results

The experimental results for each model under
low- and medium-resource scenarios are shown in
Tables 3 to 6. The first group represents the baseline model, while the remaining groups represent
the control models. It is necessary to note that the
last group is the model proposed in this paper.
As compared to the baseline model, either form
of modeling the syntactic knowledge of the source
language could be beneficial to the NMT models.
Whether it was in the choice of lexical (BLEU1) or in the order of word (RIBES), there was a
certain degree of improvement, which also supports the validity and rationality of incorporating
syntactic knowledge. The proposed model (LDD)
achieved the best score in at least three of the five
different evaluation metrics, regardless of the language translation tasks. The proposed model consistently reached the highest results on BLEU-4,

Model
BL
+LDA
+LDP
+UDP
+ULDD
+UUDD

which increased by at least one point when compared to the baseline model, with an average increase rate of more than 5%. Furthermore, in most
translation experiments, incorporating labeled dependency distributions provided better outcomes
than the 1-best unlabeled dependency parse system
(UDP)6 . This indicates the efficacy of providing
more parsing information, particularly the dependency probabilities. In the low resource scenarios,
the models of incorporating syntactic knowledge
6

All previous work uses only 1-best unlabeled parse, which is
also our main comparison object. We will refer to it as 1-best
parse or 1-best tree below.

Table 5: IWSLT2017 evaluation results (En → It)
Model
BL
+LDA
+LDP
+UDP
+ULDD
+UUDD

BLEU-1
54.14
51.25
51.72
53.17
51.30
54.00

RIBES
68.58
69.90
68.26
69.90
67.83
66.83

BLEU-4
27.11
26.13
25.65
28.13
25.23
25.23

TER
77.52
81.23
80.03
76.18
80.62
78.41

BEER
0.56
0.56
0.55
0.56
0.54
0.55

+LDD

56.73†‡

69.69†

29.34†‡

76.34†

0.57

LDD compared to BL
LDD compared to UDP

+∆2.59
+Φ3.56

+∆1.11
−Φ0.21

+∆2.23
+Φ1.21

+∆1.18
−Φ0.16

+∆0.01
+Φ0.01

1

The black bold in the table represents the best experimental
results under the same test set.
2
∆ and Φ represent the improvement of our model compared
to baseline and 1-best unlabeled parse system respectively.
3†
and ‡ indicate statistical significance (p<0.05) against
baseline and 1-best unlabeled parse system via T-test and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test respectively.

Table 6: IWSLT2015 evaluation results (En → Zh)
Model
BL
+LDA
+LDP
+UDP
+ULDD
+UUDD

BLEU-1
46.53
44.91
47.34
46.92
40.67
34.14

BLEU-4
18.31
18.25
18.85
19.71
17.89
18.05

TER
67.96
70.96
70.02
67.29
77.04
79.27

BEER
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.19
0.18

+LDD

47.62†‡

20.25†‡

67.38†

0.20

LDD compared to BL
LDD compared to UDP

+∆1.09
+Φ0.70

+∆1.94
+Φ0.54

+∆0.58
−Φ0.09

+∆0.00
+Φ0.00

decrease the number of parameters and computing
requirements.
4.2

Qualitative Analysis

BLEU-4 Scores Comparison:
We also attempted to visualize the results to understand the
performance of the proposed model better. In Figure 3, although the 1-best parse model performs
better than the baseline model, the model we propose has higher scores than the baseline model
and the 1-best parse model in all the median, upper and lower quartile scores. From the original
scatter diagram, we can observe the scatter distribution of the proposed model at the upper position in general, indicating that, our model can earn
higher scores for translated results than the baseline model and 1-best parse model.

1

The black bold in the table represents the best experimental results under the same test set.
2
∆ and Φ represent the improvement of our model
compared to baseline and 1-best unlabeled parse system respectively.
3†
and ‡ indicate statistical significance (p<0.05)
against baseline and 1-best unlabeled parse system via T-test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test respectively.

paid less attention to the neighboring words in
the corpus sentence because syntactic knowledge
may assist models in focusing on distant words
with syntactic relations, which was reflected in the
decrease of BLEU-1 scores. This problem was
alleviated in the richer-resource scenarios, which
also showed that the robustness of the models improved.
For ablation experiments, passing the uniform
dependency distributions verifies our hypothesis.
A uniform probability tensor cannot provide valuable information to the Transformer model and
risks misleading the model, resulting in the worst
performance. Another notable finding is that simply incorporating labeled dependency distributions
(replacing the K and Q matrices in the attention
matrices) as dependency attention outperformed
the baseline model on average. The benefit of this
strategy is that by replacing K and Q matrices and
their associated calculation process can drastically

Figure 3: Box plot of baseline model, 1-best tree model and
proposed model results

Impact of Sentence Length: We investigated
translation performance for different target sentence lengths, by grouping the target sentences in
the IWSLT datasets by sentence length intervals.
We choose to group the target sentence lengths
rather than source sentence lengths because, cf.
Moore (2002), the source sentence and target sentence lengths are proportional. Second, since the
target languages are different, and the source language is English, we are particularly concerned
about the change in the length of sentences across
different target languages.
Overall, our model outperformed the baseline
system and 1-best parse system, as shown in Figure 4. Among them, the increase in the length
range (20,30], (30,40] and (40,50] were more pronounced over the baseline system and 1-best parse
system. The BLEU-4 scores of both our model
and 1-best parse model were in danger of slipping

Figure 5: An example of 1-best parse model’s attention
weights

Figure 4: BLEU-4 comparison in sentences length

below the baseline model in the sentence length
interval (0,10]. Corpus analysis shows that this
length interval contains many fragments, remaining after slicing long sentences. Because the syntactic structures of these fragments were incomplete, they may negatively impact on the model’s
translation performance. As sentence length increased further, all models saw substantial declines
in BLEU-4 scores, following similar downward
patterns. When the sentence length exceeds 50,
the BLEU-4 scores of our method remained significantly different from both the baseline model
and the 1-best parse model. These showed that
our proposed model has better translation performance in lengthy sentences, but BLEU-4 scores
were still relatively low, indicating that the NMT
models have much room for improvement.
Attention Weights Visualization: The final
layer’s attention weights of the 1-best parse model
and the model we proposed are depicted in Figures
5 and 6, respectively. Judging from the comparison of the figures, we find that there are certain
consistencies; for example, each word has higher
attention weights to the words around it. However,
the distinction is also discernible.
Specifically, for the word “A”, the word “A” and
the word “man” have a syntactic relation, which
was represented in both figures. However, the 1best parse model also provided “staring” a higher

Figure 6: An example of proposed model’s attention weights

attention weight, which is contrary to the syntactic structures, and the model we proposed resolved
this problem. For the word “man”, the 1-best parse
model did not pay proper attention to distance but
with syntactic relation word “staring”, on the contrary, in the proposed model, “staring” was paid attention with a very high value. In a nutshell, both
the 1-best parse model and the proposed model are
better than the baseline model in terms of attention
alignment which demonstrates that the syntactic
knowledge contained in dependency distributions
can guide the weight computation of the attention
mechanism, directing it to pay more attention to
words with syntactic relations, thereby improving
the alignment quality to a certain extent.

5

Conclusion

This paper presented a novel supervised conditional labeled dependency distributions Trans-

former network (LDD-Seq). This method primarily improves the self-attention mechanism in the
Transformer model by converting the dependency
forest to conditional probability distributions; each
self-attention head in the Transformer learns a dependency relation distribution, allowing the Transformer to learn source language’s dependency constraints, and generates attention weights that are
more in line with the syntactic structures. The
experimental outcomes demonstrated that the proposed method was straightforward, and it could
effectively leverage the source language dependency syntactic structures to improve the Transformer’s translation performance without increasing the complexity of the Transformer network or
interfering with the highly parallelized characteristic of the Transformer model.
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A

Appendix: Dependency group labels
Table A: 16 alternative dependency group labels
Dependency group labels

Original dependency labels

l1
l2
l3
l4
l5
l6
l7
l8
l9
l10
l11
l12
l13
l14
l15
l16

root
aux, auxpass, cop
acomp, ccomp, pcomp, xcomp
dobj, iobj, pobj
csubj, csubjpass
nsubj, nsubjpass
cc
conj, preconj
advcl
amod
advmod
npadvmod, tmod
det, predet
num, number, quantmod
appos
punct

